We’re committed to providing our partners with a complete end-to-end technology, content and publishing solution.

Program research and development
Our research and development team can assist you with program design, monitoring and evaluation planning, location feasibilities and benefits identification to align a deployment of Library For All with your education programs.

Content strategy
Our in-house content team is a global leader in designing collections of curated content that are age appropriate, culturally diverse, and suited to communities participating in our programs across the world.

Content acquisition and development
Our global publishing team of authors, illustrators and designers publishes more than 500 original titles per year, and can rapidly develop large collections of culturally relevant, age appropriate, content on-demand in any language for education and literacy programs.

Program Management
Our programs are managed by a team of skilled and experienced Masters level Program Managers ensuring activities are planned and delivered to schedule, benefits are measured and realised, risks are effectively controlled and budgets successfully managed.

World leading technology
Our technology team are experts in the design and development of software and hardware solutions for Library For All's digital collections including operating our technology in a low-bandwidth, or fully offline, environment.

Printing and distribution
Our collections are fully integrated in to the world's largest print-on-demand supply chain and can be quickly and easily deployed as physical books to compliment our digital library.

Data analytics
Our organisation is data-driven at its core and collects and analyses extensive library use data to inform the development of content and features for our application.

Illuminate - Library For All's Digital Dashboard
Our partners have full access to our business intelligence tools that provide real-time usable information to track the performance of education and literacy programs in the field.

#lettheworldread
Evolving to meet your changing needs

Our core capabilities are constantly evolving. Working in collaboration with our partners we are continually innovating, anticipating opportunities and developing our content and technology eco-system to increase measurable impact and return on investment. We’re also committed to an impact framework that creates meaningful global change by embracing the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals.

Collaboration starts here

To learn more about how we could partner with your organisation, please contact our development team on 1300 730 935 or sayhello@libraryforall.org

The Library For All Toolkit

Thousands of books in the palm of your hand

Our impact resistant 7 inch colour tablets are supplied as an integrated software & hardware solution to provide instant online or offline access to Library For All’s digital library application and expertly curated titles.

The classroom-ready Spark Digital Library Kit

Our classroom-ready Spark Digital Library Kit provides a fully integrated software & hardware solution with 40 tablets in a custom designed commercial grade lockable transport case.

Illuminate - Library For All’s Digital Dashboard

Our PowerBI enabled Illuminate Dashboard allows you to monitor program effectiveness in real-time, provides quantitative reporting for program monitoring & evaluation and can enable individual student level learning interventions on your program.

High-volume cost effective printed books

Our catalogue of culturally diverse content is also available as printed books that can be supplied as curated mini-collections to compliment our digital library solution for programs or regions where digital infrastructure is still developing.